
1. The Origins of the ‘Calculation’ Debate.

It is a curious fact in the history of social and political
thought of this century that its two most dominant, rationa-
list and intellectual social constructions, the classical liberal
individualist and the collectivist, have rarely confronted
each other directly within the boundaries set by the canons
of scientific discourse.  Despite the vast literature of these
social philosophies they are rarely formulated in such a way
that permits some definitive resolution of the various issues:
instead they appear as grand architectural edifices, of va-
rying degrees of beauty, standing side by side rather than on
common ground.  Like Glaswegian housewives raucously
confronting each other across a street, the individualist and
the collectivist always seem to be arguing from different
premises. As a Nobel Laureate in Economic Science George
Stigler once said, arguments between the ‘socialist’ and the
‘capitalist’ are ‘unjoined’.1  However, this evident disjunc-
ture, according to Stigler, is entirely caused by the failure of
both protagonists to appreciate the empirical consequences
of their respective prescriptions.  In a typically ‘positivist’
manner, he asserts that only ‘evidence’ can resolve dif-
ferences between ideologies.

Against this, it must be stressed that empirical consider-
ations alone can never be decisive in philosophical argu-
ments about politics and society.  This is partly because the
data of the social world are complex, intractable, provisional
and promiscuous.  Obviously, the manifest failures of cen-
tral planning to maximise socialist goals would not convert
even the empirically-minded collectivist, though these cer-
tainly ought to dismay him.  Such failures can always be
attributed to unpropitious circumstances, which are by no
means immutable, rather than to some intrinsic defect in his
theory.  But, more importantly, all empirical arguments in
the social sciences are parasitic upon some general theory

which requires more philosophical validation.  The question
which has to be posed and answered by the individualist is
why such manifest failures of collectivism have occurred:
only then can he say with confidence that they are indeed
immutable features of the socialist economic landscape.

This is, of course, an exceedingly difficult question: whether
disputes in social philosophy can be ‘joined’ in other than
empirical ways (and hence only partially connected) must
itself remain a subject of continuing disagreement.  How-
ever, there was an important debate in the history of econ-
omic thought, the famous ‘calculation debate’ between
socialist and capitalist economists in the 1920s and 1930s,
in which the protagonists were not arguing from different
premises, but seemed to be inhabiting the same rational
universe.  Furthermore, not only were they not arguing
about the ‘facts’, but it is apparent that neither side would
have been moved by empirical demonstrations of any kind.
From the point of view of the history of economic thought,
this dispute has been thoroughly examined by economists,
indeed, there was, until recently, a consensus amongst pro-
fessional economists that, in some abstract or theoretical
sense, the socialist economists had ‘won’2 (notwithstanding
fairly obvious practical, political and ethical problems that
might still make the objections to socialist planning de-
cisive).  The object of this paper is to show that this conclu-
sion is false from the point of view of economic theory.
However, it is also shown that the calculation debate was
not solely about economics; it involved wider issues of so-
cial philosophy, most of which were not explicitly recog-
nised by the participants.

The historical background to the dispute is relatively
simple.3  It was conducted between major figures in the
‘Austrian’ school of political economy, mainly Ludwig von
Mises (1881-1973) and Friedrich von Hayek (born 1899),
and various followers of the orthodox general equilibrium
approach, notably H. D. Dickinson (1899-1968), Fred M.
Taylor (1855-1932), Oscar Lange (1904-1965) and, later,
Abba P. Lerner (1903-1982).  The debate was opened in
1920 with the publication of a famous article by Mises,
‘Economic Calculation in the Socialist Commonwealth’,4 in
which he argued that without a market for consumer goods
and factors of production, economic values (not merely the
prices of consumer goods, but all rent, wages and interest)
could not be calculated, but would have to be arbitarily
determined by a central authority.  If a socialist system ex-
cluded the market then it excluded the rational organization
of an economy.

Now the aforementioned socialist economists took Mises’
criticisms very seriously indeed (which is perhaps one rea-
son why they are rarely mentioned in the standard histories
of socialist thought written by political scientists and politi-
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cal theorists) but they thought the answers to his questions
could be found within the received corpus of orthodox econ-
omic theory.  This does provide a means of calculation of
value, based ultimately on subjective preference, but does
not necessarily dictate that the economic system should con-
tain the typical capitalist institutions of private property and
the ‘firm’.  It was Hayek who defended and elaborated the
Misesian position by explicitly attacking the orthodox view
of economic calculation.  However, the nature of the Mises-
Hayek critique was never fully understood at the time,
mainly because Austrian economics was never fully dif-
ferentiated as a type of economic theory separate from con-
ventional competitive market theory, and the debate
appeared to be closed by the end of the 1930s with the so-
cialists apparently victorious.  After 1920, Mises continued
to attack socialism but his critique tended to slip into psy-
chological and sociological assertions against socialists and
socialism.5  Interestingly, Hayek too moved away from pure
economic theory into social philosophy generally and de-
veloped a complex methodological and espistemological
doctrine which, in retrospect, has direct relevance to the
original debate.  This account of the nature of economic
knowledge, if correct, precludes the kind of calculation pro-
posed by the socialists of the 1930s.  Economic theory then
ceases to be a neutral instrument in the service of any given
form of life, but is significant only within a conception of
philosophy that seeks to comprehend fully the nature of so-
cial life.

2. Socialist Critiques of Capitalism

Arguments between socialism and capitalism take many
forms.  We can, without too much injustice to at least a
hundred and fifty years of theorising, reduce the socialist
objections to capitalism to four types.  The first, deriving
from Marxism, holds that forms of economic and social life
are historically determined so that the socialism is a necess-
ary outcome of ineluctible laws.  Those who take this view
accordingly show little interest in the problem of calcula-
tion.  The capitalist order will have bequeathed a world of
abundance so that the new socialist utopia will not need
economic theory since there will be no scarcity.6  Indeed, its
inhabitants will not even display that infinite elasticity of
wants which is so distinctive a feature of capitalist man,
This latter human characteristic is held to be descriptive of a
particular moment in history rather than indicative of some
universally true facet of the human condition.

The second socialist criticism of capitalism is really an ela-
boration of this latter aspect of historicist socialism.  In this
view, consumers are not autonomous agents freely deter-
mining their wants, but are the ‘willing’ victims of a pro-
ductive system that determines those wants.  True socialist
freedom exists only when people are liberated from their
self-destructive desires.  This view is apparent in Galbraith’s
attacks on the role of advertisers and large ‘irresponsible’
corporations.  It appears in a more hysterical form in the
work of Marcuse.  Again, it is claimed that there is no
serious calculation problem to be solved since a socialist
economy could easily generate the productive capacity to
satisfy genuine autonomous wants.  But even here, the satis-
faction of the most basic wants requires some rational pro-
duction techniques; a point stressed by the critics of
socialism.

A third socialist critique centres less on these metaphysical
speculations and more on the apparently bizarre distribu-
tions of income and wealth thrown up by capitalist market
society.  This doctrine accomodates the familiar conceptions
of social justice and equality and holds these up as external
ethical criteria by which the performance of a capitalist
economy must be evaluated.  There is, of course, a calcula-
tion problem here, because if wants are taken to be autono-
mous and the object of economic activity is to satisfy them,
then it remains a crucially important question whether egali-
tarianism may not be so damaging to the productive capac-
ity of an economy that the resulting outcome entails a net
loss of want-satisfaction for even the worst off.7  In fact, in
this view, there is no serious theory of production at all.

The fourth socialist objection concentrates very much on the
efficiency problems implicit in the above.  Once again, con-
sumer wants are held to be the determinants of output, but it
is questioned whether conventional capitalist systems, char-
acterised as they are by monopoly, increasing returns to
scale and other types of market ‘power’, can achieve en-
dogenously set goals.  In other words, a centrally-planned
(and publicly owned) production system, it is claimed, may
make efficiency improvements, and eliminate welfare losses
caused by the known imperfections of existing market sys-
tems, while maintaining individual choice in consumption
and occupation.  This was the view of the above mentioned
‘market’ socialists of neoclassical orthodoxy who con-
structed their system from general equilibrium theory.

However, much of the inspiration of the economic theorists
of socialism, Lange, Lerner, Taylor and Dickinson, was
their belief that inequalities of wealth and resource endow-
ments were inherently unjust and capable of rectification
without there being damage to the efficiency properties of
an economic system.  These ‘injustices’ were not objected
to in any deep philosophical sense: the implicit assumption
was that they were simply arbitrary.  Thus there was an in-
eradicable rationalistic streak in the economic theory of so-
cialism which led to the unargued assumption that property
rights could be shuffled and reshuffled endlessly so as to
generate some desired optimum.

It is this last of the four types of socialist critiques of capi-
talism that is most germane to the discussion of the viability
of a socialist society.  However, some consideration will be
given to the other three views, both in my explication of the
debate and my account of its aftermath.  The calculation de-
bate is of peculiar significance in the history of social and
economic thought since in it the major protagonists ap-
peared to be working with similar concepts of rationality, of
the ‘person’, and of the nature of the economic problem.
Mises, in 1920, set the boundaries of the discussion in such
a way that escape into a metaphysical realm in which ques-
tions of ultimate existence took precedence over the prob-
lem of the allocation of scarce resources was impossible.
As Hayek succinctly put it in his review of the debate: ‘The
economic problem arises, therefore, as soon as different pur-
poses compete for the available resources’.8  Thus, no one
purpose is given a higher metaphysical status than any
other.

3. The Misesian Argument

In his 1920 article, and in later works, Mises understood
socialism to be simply a system in which the means of pro-
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duction are owned by some central authority: it being an
open question as to whether the productive system should
be directed towards individual ends (as in the theory of mar-
ket socialism mentioned above) or towards ends partially
determined by political leaders.  In Mises’ view, there
would be a calculation problem in either case.  The reason
is that the solution to the economic problem requires a
measure of value if the means of production are to be used
efficiently for the achievement of any ends.  Mises argued
that only a market system, in which the price mechanism
reflects the relative scarcities of the factors of production,
can achieve this.  In the absence of such a signalling sys-
tem, the central authorities would have nothing to guide
their actions, so that their decisions must be arbitrary.  Thus
Mises’ argument for the ‘impossibility’ of socialism is a
particularly extreme position since it holds that even if the
ends of political leaders, rather than those of individual con-
sumers, are to be decisive, there will still be a problem of
the allocation of resources towards the production of these
ends in the absence of market relationships across the whole
range of economic activity.

For Mises, a human society is quite unlike an organism sub-
ject to mechanical laws: it is composed of restless, want-sat-
isfying individuals whose actions and choices are the
sources of all value.9  Whether or not human action is econ-
omic or not in the strict sense, i.e. concerned with maximis-
ing observable monetary gains, it is always rational to the
extent that it involves the use of means to achieve subjec-
tively-determined ends.  However, we can, within the con-
fines of science, evaluate the means chosen for the
achievement of these ends.  It was, therefore, easy for Mises
to show that a large society requires a market to establish
objective exchange ratios and the institution of ImoneyI to
transmit information about these values.  Only in a very
small economy, such as a household, can values be known
to a single mind.10  Moreover, if we could assume little or
no change in tastes or productive technology then the econ-
omic knowledge relevant to the organisation of such a
household economy could be ‘objectified’ and made avail-
able for a form of rational planning.  However, this, as we
shall see in more detail below, is a complete misdescription
of existing economies, not merely in the sense of size, but,
more importantly, in the sense that they are characterised by
ceaseless change and uncertainty.  It is the unpredictability
of the social world, in comparison to a stable physical sys-
tem, that makes planning impossible.

Of course, Mises conceded that even in a socialist society
there will be private consumption goods which will have
prices attached to them and, therefore, be supplied through
the money nexus.  But because the range of money will be
narrowly restricted the operation of economic rationality
will be severely curtailed.  This means that since the factors
of production will not be priced by the market, the distribu-
tion of income to each factor will have to be arbitrarily
determined by the state.  And this precludes information
about the optimal use of resouces being transmitted to the
economic actors.

Such information would only be available in an unchanging
world: a world in which production costs can be regarded as
constant over time.  It is this economic universe that is alge-
braically described in the orthodox economic theory of com-
parative statics.  But the crucial point that Mises was
making was that an economy is not a static entity the fea-

tures of which are reproducible in a mechanical fashion.  In
an explicit discussion of orthodox theory Mises claimed that
in a static world the problem of calculation disappears be-
cause here ‘the same events in economic life are constantly
recurring’.11  In a later work Mises argued that:

Such a system is not peopled with living men liable to
error, it is a world of soulless unthinking automatons; it
is not a human society, it is an ant-hill.12

In contrast, for Mises an economy does not constantly repli-
cate itself as if it were an ordered collection of genes, but is
subject to constant change in which each human action is
not repetitive, but speculative.13  Economic theory then ex-
plains how such speculative actions are co-ordinated
through time; it does not describe a perfectly harmonious
world in which all such co-ordinating processes have
ceased.  Such a world would, of course, make genuine com-
petition otiose.

Yet, when the socialist economists came to refute Mises
they missed this point and assumed that the ‘laws’ of econ-
omics, to which socialist schemes are compelled to con-
form, were the laws descriptive of a static equilibrium
world.  Now it is true that Mises regarded economic theo-
rems, for example, the laws of supply and demand, dimin-
ishing marginal utility, diminishing returns to factors and so
on, as synthetic a priori truths, but he was mainly concerned
with how human action, speculative goal-seeking action by
entrepreneurs, operated within the boundaries set by these
truths.  In this context, such social institutions as private
property, money and the ‘firm’ become devices for coping
with the change and uncertainty of a necessarily imperfect
world.

Now while Mises made his objections to socialism abso-
lutely clear, indeed with an unsurpassed vehemence border-
ing on the bilious, he never made explicit the theoretical and
ultimate philosophical basis of his criticism of the equili-
brium bias of orthodox political economy; as Hayek was
later to do.  A more or less orthodox theory of market pric-
ing was mixed up with a radical theory of human action and
market process.

The reason for this omission is mainly historical.  The most
sophisticated socialist solutions to the calculation problem,
which did depend on the techniques of equilibrium analysis,
came after the publication of Mises’ original essay.  Fur-
thermore, in the expanded version of his critique, the vast
and tedious Socialism, Mises smothered nuggets of sound
intellectual analysis with a mass of highly speculative (in an
intellectual sense) sociology and psychology.  All the ills of
the modern world, from sexual disorder to Russian tyranny,
seemed to be the product of the socialist idea.  At one point,
socialism is dismissed as “... nothing but a grandiose ration-
alisation of petty resentments”.14  It was this overly combat-
ive style that no doubt reduced the impact of Mises’
arguments.  For many years they were simply not taken
seriously.

However, it is still worth mining the vast depths of Social-
ism to find these nuggets of good sense.  In economic terms,
Mises stressed that the function of entrepreneurship, i.e. the
co-ordination of economic activities through the competitive
economic process, had to be performed in a socialist so-
ciety.  This follows directly from Mises’ observation that
economic knowledge is not unchanging and technology
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given.  But, of course, the political structure of a socialist
society prevents the emergence of a specialist entrepreneu-
rial class.5  Since this class, to be economically effective,
must risk its own property the absence of private ownership
in the means of production produces an extremely difficult
incentives problem for a planned society.  As we shall see
below, the ‘rational’ theorists of a socialist economy were
very much aware of the problems of entrepreneurship and
incentives.

Furthermore, Mises made the much-emphasised point that
existing socialist economies were able to achieve some level
of productivity precisely because the calculation problem
was partially solved by the surrounding capitalist economies
providing price signals.16  This is also true of public enter-
prises within capitalist economies, which are able to buy la-
bour and raw materials at prices established within a market
environment.

On a more general political level, Mises challenged the
egalitarianism of the socialist idea.  Not, it is to be noted, on
ethical grounds, since Mises was an uncompromising posi-
tivist and non-cognitivist with regard to moral value, but
from the utilitarian economic argument that inequality
within the division of labour is required to attract factors to
their most productive uses.17  He attacked the distinction be-
tween production and distribution made by socialists and in-
deed non-socialists, such as John Stuart Mill.  His point was
that the distribution of earnings between factors was entirely
a consequence of their contribution to the productive pro-
cess.  Again, given Mises’ ethical subjectivism there could
be no external principles of morality to sanction differential
earnings.

Mises, in fact, had a simple view of human nature - ‘egoism
is the law of society’.18  But, whereas political philosophers
have often deduced from this acquisitive conception of man
that an all-powerful sovereign is required to generate by ar-
tifice an order that is unnatural to him, Mises asserted that
egoism is not merely harmless, but necessary for the sponta-
neous evolution of an economic order.  In fact, he was spe-
cifically critical of what he thought was a destructive
Kantian ethic of duty and self-sacrifice; he saw this ‘absurd’
morality as fundamental to the socialist creed.19  However,
it is to be noted that Mises’ analysis of the inter-connection
between morality and capitalism showed little of the sub-
tlety of Adam Smith.

What is important though is, Mises’ attempt to re-establish
the traditional classical liberal view that market principles
are not in the interests of property-holders, many of whom
are assiduous seekers of state-conferring privileges, but are
to the advantage of anonymous members of any society.  It
is true that Mises never converned himself with the problem
of the legitimation of original claims to property, a question
that has vexed later classical liberal philosophers, but,
nevertheless, his instrumentalist account of the importance
of private property as a driving force of a progressive econ-
omy should not be underestimated.  However, the fact that
his primary justification of a capitalist society, that anyone
taken at random will benefit from it in comparison to
known alternatives, poses problems of its own.  For the very
anonymity of such a society means that no one individual
has a direct interest in promoting and preserving it.  Indeed,
Mises’ insistence on the ubiquity of egoism means that each
individual cannot be blamed (morally) for cultivating par-

ticular statist privileges which are, on a Misesian analysis,
in the long run destructive of that society.  There is then a
‘public good’ problem of almost insoluble difficulty for
classical liberal political philosophy.

It is no doubt true that non-Marxist socialist theorists were
disturbed by the implications of Mises’ original article;
Lange was almost fulsome in his praise for Mises’ insights
into the nature of the calculation problem.  But it is clear
that they did not understand precisely what he was getting
at.  They agreed that a socialist economy would have to
solve the same problems that the market continually solves
for capitalism but thought that in one form or other the tech-
niques of conventional economic analysis could be applied
to an economy without the capitalist social institutions of
private property, the firm, and capital markets; and with less
of the inequality that was so objectionable in conventional
capitalist societies.  Though in regard to this latter point, al-
most all agreed that some inequality of income was re-
quired: but only that amount needed to attract labour factors
to their most productive uses.

The socialist reply to Mises took two interrelated forms.
One, a ‘statistical’ model, assumed that the economic prob-
lem of satisfying consumer wants at the least possible cost,
could be solved directly by the economic calculus without a
market and the other, developed with great skill by Lange,
admitted the institution of the market but assumed that a
market society could function without the undesirable fea-
tures of observed capitalist society.  The latter approach
proved to be more influential, but both exhibited similar
structural features.

The issue essentially concerns the nature of economic
knowledge, i.e. information about consumer tastes and pro-
duction costs.  Now the socialists were, in effect, saying that
if one knew all these data, then the economic problem
becomes a computational problem of arranging the factors
of production so that a given output can be produced mech-
anically.  An ‘end-state’ of perfect economic co-ordination
is postulated in which it is not possible to switch any factor
to a different activity without generating a net loss in con-
sumer satisfactions.  Such a state of affairs may be defined
as an equilibrium ‘end-state’.  One of the most brilliant con-
temporary exponents of this view, Frank Hahn, put the mat-
ter much more succinctly than the theorists of the 1930s in
the following passage:

An equilibrium of the economy is a state in which the
independently taken decisions of households and firms
are compatible.  Thus it is a set of prices such that if
they ruled there is a profit maximizing choice of firms
and a preference maximizing choice of households such
that the total demand for any good is equal to the
amount of it initially available, plus the amount of it
produced.20

In this model, time, uncertainty, and ignorance are excluded
and each transactor is assumed to be a price taker, i.e., un-
able to influence price but compelled to accept that decreed
by an impersonal market.  All prices are therefore ‘correct’.

It is this state of perfection that Taylor, Lange and Dickin-
son were striving for in their versions of socialism.  This is
the solution to the calculation problem.  But if this is so,
why did they object to market society?  The answer is that,
paradoxically, it does not logically require markets to pro-
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duce that ideal and harmonious economic end-state implicit
in the theory of perfect markets.  In the socialists’ view (and
this is of course correct) actual markets are by no means
perfect.  Leaving aside the question of inequality of re-
sources, it is obvious that in real markets monopolies will
exist and that some technological factors may give firms an
advantage that is impossible for competition to eliminate;
therefore it follows that many transactors will be able to in-
fluence price.  Not all of these imperfections will be the re-
sult of state intervention.  Furthermore, the omnipresence of
ignorance and uncertainty prevents the instantaneous adjust-
ment implied by pure theory.  All this necessitates that the
payment fo factors (wages, rent and interest etc.) will not be
just that amount to keep them in emplyment; in other words,
there will be opportunities for pure profit.  The socialists
claimed that these imperfections could be eliminated with-
out a loss of output.

This was essentially the problem faced by the responders to
Mises’ challenge.  The first, and least successful, attempt to
replicate this ideal end-state was, in effect, purely econome-
tric and tried to dispense entirely with the familiar notion of
human economic action.  In Taylor’s original model,21 a
central body would calculate ‘technologically’ so that the
familiar economic problem of choosing (subjectively) be-
tween alternative uses of the same resource becomes an ‘en-
gineering’ one of adjusting given means to given ends.  It
was claimed that by a complex process of estimation it was
theoretically possible to replicate the outcomes produced by
perfect markets and thus to eliminate the welfare losses ine-
vitably associated with existing imperfect markets.

This ‘solution’ to the calculation problem was that con-
sidered, among others, by Hayek in his famous essay on
socialism, ‘The Present State of the Debate’.  But, in the
course of this article, Hayek made an important admission
which was misunderstood by the friends and foes of the
market alike.  In regard to the mathematical solution he
wrote: “Now it must be admitted that this is not an impossi-
bility in the sense that it is logically contradictory.”22  He
went on to say that: ‘It is only necessary to attempt to vis-
ualise what the application of this method would imply in
practice in order to rule it out as humanly impracticable and
impossible.’23  That the logical coherence of a contrived
harmonious economic model of the type discussed above
can be demonstrated is beyond dispute, but it is quite differ-
ent from saying that a social theory can be produced which
shows how, in the absence of typical capitalist institutions,
this may be actualised.  Thus, Hayek’s argument was not
that the difficulties were merely practical ones: it was that
theoretical inadequacies made these difficulties both predict-
able and insuperable.

Thus, although in this essay Hayek speaks of the practical
difficulties of gathering data - “the mere statistical task of
enumeration exceeds anything of this sort hitherto under-
taken”24 - and of solving the vast numbers of equations that
would have to be solved if the productive system of a mod-
ern economy, with its millions of different types of commo-
doties, was to be arranged centrally, the more significant
passages are those concerned with more theoretical ques-
tions.  The reason why these practical difficulties are bound
to occur is because of the dispersed nature of economic in-
formation, the constantly changing nature of these data (one
example would be the impossibility of monitoring consumer
tastes) and the fact that knowledge of production costs is

not given to the central body but has to be discovered by
economic actors.

In fact, the purely econometric approach was abandoned in
the foremost contribtuion to the debate, that by Lange in his
articles in 1936 and 1937.  Lange accepted that the mathet-
matical solution was impracticable, although he seemed not
to understand why this was so.  Curiously enough, long
after the original debate had subsided, Lange25 published an
important article in which he maintained that the original
mathematical solution was now possible because of the de-
velopment of the computer - which makes the handling of
data immeasurably easier.

However, in the 1936 and 1937 articles, Lange explicitly
re-introduced the market to do the work of calculation: he
recognised then that this was the institution that was contin-
ually solving the economic problem.  This admission invites
the retort that, if the socialist programme is made feasible
only through the incorporation of non-socialist institutions,
does not that of itself negate the case for socialism?  Does it
not mean that we revert to objection (iii) and simply accept
the capitalist market system’s external moral principles?
This was not Lange’s response (although he did incorporate
a specific egalitarian element into his model) since as we
shall show he still maintained that capitalist markets gener-
ated economic inefficiencies which a ‘rational’ re-organisa-
tion of the economy could rectify.  However, Lange
admitted that the solution of the equations that the produc-
tion process required would be better achieved by some ver-
sion of the market.  In Lange’s model the market appears in
two forms: a genuine market and a quasi-market.  There are
genuine markets for consumer goods, the prices of which
are determined by supply and demand.  Furthermore, wages
are determined by the market and will, therefore, necessarily
involve inequality.  However, the incomes of consumers
will consist not only of wages, but also will include the pay-
ment of a Social Dividend.  This latter income will be
possible because in the socialist system of production
‘profit’, accruing from the private ownership of resources,
will be eliminated.  Lange assumed that this condition
would give the socialist authorities considerable discretion
in determining incomes: a discretion limited only by the fact
that such egalitarian measures as are deemed to be desirable
should have no effect on the allocation of labour between
different occupations.  This should be decided by free
choice.  If incomes are paid to factors according to their
marginal productivity and managerial rules substituted for
the profit motive, then that array of goods desired by con-
sumers will be produced at the lowest possible cost.  Out-
side of labour and consumer goods, all other prices (of
production goods, land etc.) would be fixed by a Central
Planning Board (C. P. B.).

Lange insisted that prices must have a “parametric func-
tion”; that means that they must indicate relative scarcities
of goods so as to ensure an eficient allocation.  The diffi-
culty however, is that Lange’s account of the pricing of pro-
duction goods is hardly consistent with this.  In his words:
“The prices of capital goods and productive resources out-
side of labour are prices in the generalised sense, i.e., mere
indices of alternatives available, fixed for accounting pur-
poses.”26  In other words, the prices of those goods may be
fixed quite arbitrarily and adjusted by the C. P. B. at the end
of a particular accounting period to eliminate shortages and
surpluses as they occur.  This is the essence of the ‘trial and
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error’ approach.  In effect, the C. P. B. is asked to play the
role of the Walrasian ‘auctioneer’ in the general equilibrium
model: the set of prices that equates supply and demand in
all markets is found by a centralised administrator rather
than through a continuous process of rivalrous competition
amongst human actors.  For that reason alone, Lange’s
model may be criticised as static rather than dynamic.

Lange’s managers are not entrepreneurs, yet his system has
to provide a mechanism by which they act as if they were
entrepreneurs but without the incentives traditionally associ-
ated with entrepreneurship.  This, on the face of it, seems an
impossible task; has not he amputated the legs of economic
transactors and then requested that they run at an extraordi-
narily fast pace?  In fact, this is exactly the intetention be-
hind the two rules that socialist managers must be
compelled to follow.  They may be summarised as follows.
The first rule is that managers are to combine the factors of
production (at given prices) so as to produce at minimum
cost.  The second rule is that the scale of output is fixed at
the point at which marginal cost is equal to the price of the
product.

Criticism of the Lange-Taylor trial and error process has
centred on its inability to handle the problems that are asso-
ciated with real-world economies.  In a world of change and
uncertainty, the prices fixed by the C. P. B. must necessarily
lag behind those that would manifest themselves in genuine
free markets and therefore will not reflect accurately relative
scarcities; in other words, prices will not really be parame-
tric.  Furthermore, market trading is decentralised trading in
which individuals seek out profitable opportunities: it is not
responding automatically to centrally determined prices.
These prices can be no more than guesses in which, as
Hayek said, “special circumstances of time and place will
find no expression”.27  They have meaning and significance
only in a static world in which tastes or productive tech-
niques do not change.

The same considerations apply to the rules which are ad-
dressed to the managers of state enterprises.  The injunction
to minimise cost is only meaningful in a world in which
costs are already known, but in the absence of ‘given’ costs,
it is an empty slogan.  If the managers are paid only a sa-
lary, then it is almost certain that they will not exploit
profitable opportunities that exist in economic action.  In
fact, such profitable opportunities, which represent the pure
gains from entrepreneurship (as opposed to the income paid
to a factor of production to keep it in employment) will not
exist in Lange’s world of economic equilibrium.  But the
essential question concerns how this world is reached.  It is
surely not reached by authorities inventing prices and man-
agers responding to rules.  Since the managers, not being
property holders, cannot secure the gains from risk taking,
they are likely to be cautious in their actions.  It is almost
certain that they will conceal the true nature of their costs.

The problem then of a socialist order concerns incentives
and knowledge.  It is, of course, logically possible to calcu-
late the outcome of a perfectly harmonious competitive
order in which there is no profit, but this is different from a
theoretical explanation.  The latter must make reference to
the fact that a human society is inhabited by acting men
who require the right institutional framework for their
potential to be realised.  The ‘abnormal’ profits that accrue
to entrepreneurs have a utilitarian justification in that they

power a system which would otherwise have no motive
force.  It follows then that Lange’s egalitarian argument -
that the elimination of personal profit allows a Social Divi-
dend to be paid to individuals - is invalid since in real mar-
kets no such Dividend can be separated out from the
economic process itself.  Indeed, it is hard to see how the
prospect of people’s incomes being supplemented by the
payment of the Dividend could not but seriously affect the
supply of labour offered, despite Lange’s insistence to the
contrary.

On the question of economic knowledge, the socialist model
is vulnerable to the serious epistemological objections, for-
mulated after the heat of the original battle had cooled, of
Hayek, Polanyi and Oakeshott,28 amongst others.  Hayek
has repeatedly made a distinction between centralised and
dispersed knowledge, Polanyi between articulated and tacit
knowledge and Oakeshott between technical and practical
knowledge; but they are all referring to a very similar phe-
nomenon.  This is that the sum of human knowledge isnot
exhausted by that which can be explicitly stated.  Polanyi
claims that knowledge,

... as set out in written words or maps, or mathematical
formulae, is only one kind of knowledge; while unfor-
mulated knowledge, such as we have of something we
are in the act of doing, is another form of knowledge.29

Oakeshott (and Hayek) speak frequently of the Cartesian le-
gacy in European philosophy which holds that the mind can
be drained of all (prejudiced) experience and hence produce
rules of action which are deduced directly from absolutely
true premises.  In the attempt, we inadvertently elminate all
that ‘practical knowledge’, which would include, for in-
stance, economising and governing, which makes social life
meaningful.  Economic activity is a form of practical activ-
ity which is incapable of being taught or replicated precisely
because it contains knowledge that cannot be formulated.

A clear indication of Lange’s unawareness of this distinc-
tion can be found in his much later, and more reflective,
essay, ‘The Computer and the Market’.  Here he specifically
refers back to the original suggestion that mathematical
computation can solve the economic problem so that even a
severely attenuated version of the market mechanism would
not be required.  He wrote in 1967 that: “The market pro-
cess with its cumbersome tatonnements appears old fa-
shioned.  Indeed, it may be considered as a comuting device
of the pre-electronic age.”30  In other words, he saw the
market as dealing with the kind of knowledge with which a
computer deals, but that it does so in an inefficient and time
consuming way.  He further suggests that the modern com-
puter can solve problems of market imperfections and busi-
ness cycles precisely because it has immediate access to that
information which takes a long time to emerge from the
transactions of human economic agents.  Even where he
conceded that the market may still be superior to the com-
puter, this is said to be because “there may be (and there
are) economic processes so complex in terms of the num-
bers of commodities and the type of equations involved that
no computer can tackle them”,31 rather than because of
some distinctive feature intrincis to the nature of economic
knowledge.

Now, of course, there are some clear similarities between
the mechanical operations of a computer and those of a
market.  The market is a communication system which
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operates through ‘negative feedback’, but the information
which is transmitted is not ‘objective’ or ‘given’ knowledge,
but tacit and dispersed knowledge.  The economic problem
is not an allocative one in which scarce means are mechan-
ically directed towards various ends, but is a co-ordinative
one characterised by individuals using their fragments of
knowledge for their own purposes so as to produce a
general outcome which is no part of anyone’s deliberate in-
tention.  But this basically subjective knowledge is, in prin-
ciple, incapable of being transformed into objective
knowledge, i.e. the market is not an equation solving device
at all, although it is the method for solving problems.

One can only conceive of a Lange type of system working
in the context of a transition from a capitalist system in
which all prices have already been determined by a fully
operating market: these would provide the signals for the
centralised planners.  (These prices will reflect tacit knowl-
edge.)  But because of the incessant change that charac-
terises a human economic society such information would
rapidly become obsolete.  As we have shown, the trial and
error process that would come into operation as soon as
shortages and surpluses appeared could not replicate a ge-
nuine market.  The Lange model could only operate in a
static world, where more or less the same circumstances are
constantly being reproduced.

Of course, in existing planned economies, nothing like the
Lange system operates.  Consumer choice is not decisive in
the production of goods and managers do not follow rules
designed to reproduce equilibrium states.  However, even in
these systems tacit knowledge will be transmitted: in the
form of corruption and through the international price sig-
nals provided by the surrounding capitalist countries.  In-
deed, without these sources of economic knowledge, it is
difficult to see any rationale at all behind planned systems.
In fact, without them, they might well collapse and Mises’
original view that socialism was literally impossible would
be vindicated.  The evidence of the early period of the So-
viet Union’s economic history could be said to corroborate
this.  What is more disturbing to the socialist theorists is
that an alleged rational system such as Lange’s, to the ex-
tent tht it attenuated the flow of tacit knowledge, would
similarly depend on corruption and international price sig-
nals for its survival.

5. Some General Reflections

The economic controversies between socialists and non-so-
cialists ended in about 1948: thereafter, they proceeded in
different directions.  Whereas the general social philosop-
hies developed by Hayek, Polanyi and others tended to sup-
port their general economic position, this was not true of the
socialist philosophers.  In fact, socialist thought proceeded
in a way that undermined some of the major premises of the
market socialists.  Most notable was the rejection of the as-
sumption of consumer autonomy.  Contemporary socialist
thinkers simply do not accept that preferences are the pro-
duct of an autonomous will to which producers respond, but
stress the ‘interdependency’ of consumption and production.
This means that producers can generate wants so that mod-
ern capitalist institutions become coercive masters rather
than the servants of free agents.

It is this that has made the debate between socialist and
non-socialists so intractable.  For, if widely divergent con-

ceptions of the self lie at the bottom of capitalist and social-
ist prescriptions, how can the debate ever be joined?  The
fact that a socialist system of production cannot ‘calculate’
adequately will have little effect on thinkers who maintain
that capitalist ‘calculation’ leads to the bombardment of
passive individuals with consumer goods they do not ‘need’.
Although, presumably, if it could be demonstrated that the
extreme view of Mises (and, indeed, Polanyi) that a socialist
production system really was impossible then it would fol-
low that even ’objective’ needs could not be satisfied.

A further implication of this line of reasoning is that a sub-
sidiary argument of Hayek that a socialist system of produc-
tion is not compatible with liberty would be less persuasive
to socialists.  The Hayekian argument has always been a
kind of utilitarian one, i.e. given that socialists accept the
value of liberty in the sense of personal choice, a planned
system, because it ultimately involves the ‘politicisation’ or
all economic action must annihilate large areas of this
choice.  This is most obviously the case in Lange’s ad-
mission that the consumption/savings ratio of a product of
the time preferences of individuals.32  But given that social-
ist philosophers do not accept that personal freedom is to be
equated with choice and insist that a proper account of lib-
erty must include a description of the background in which
choices are made, the Hayekian criticisms are beside the
point.  This, however, is not the place to elaborate, or even
evaluate, differing conceptions of liberty.

Even if contemporary socialist and (classical) liberal theo-
rists could agree on conceptions of liberty and personal
agency, there are still ethical questions that irredeemably
divide them.  These turn inevitably on the criterion of a just
distribution.  In an important sense, the dispute dicussed
above did not involve ethical questions at all, even though
egalitarianism was obviously the main ideology of the so-
cialists.  Both sides accepted marginal productivity theory as
the criterion of income distribution: but, of course, this is an
efficiency principle not an ethical one.  The difference was
that socialists thought that entrepreneurial profit was not re-
quired to power the economic machine.  Again the non-so-
cialists did not asset any moral ‘right’ to property acquired
through an exchange process: it was simply an instrumental
necessity.

The contemporary socialists’ fulmination against entrepre-
neurial profit is indeed misdirected, since it was admitted by
the market socialists that some surrogate for the profit mo-
tive would be needed for a collectivist economy: unfortu-
nately, in practice, that motivation has turned out to be
political rather than economic.  It is regrettable that the so-
cialists have paid less attention to the unjust distribution of
political power that follows from the abandonment of entre-
preneurship than they have to the alleged inequality of in-
come and wealth that characterises capitalism.

A more profitable (if that word be permitted by socialists)
line of enquiry would have been to question the moral justi-
fication of those original titles to property with which a
trading process begins.  For, as a matter of logic, an ex-
change process must begin with objects which are not them-
selves the product of exchange.  Whatever the virtue,
economic or moral, of the inequality of possessions that
emerges from the market process, it is undeniably the case
that the classical liberal economic and political philosophy
is incomplete to the extent that it fails to provide a rationale
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for original property ownership.  Note that this is not an ar-
gument to the effect that classical liberalism requires a doc-
trine of equality of opportunity for its critique of equality of
outcome to be effective.  Surely, the consistent liberal must
concede the right of bequest (of legitimately acquired
property) if his doctrine is not to become indistinguishable
from social democracy.  Necessarily, then, liberalism re-
quires inequality of opportunity.

The real questions concern the legitimacy of the property
that is being passed on.  Is a person not entitled to that
property that was once acquired by force no matter how far
back in time the seizure occurred?  Can individuals appro-
priate property necessary for other people’s survival?  Does
the fact land is in fixed supply and earns a pure economic
rent for the lucky owner make it a special economic good,
singularly fitted for some collective redistribution?

I do not propose even to attempt to answer these questions:
they have been discussed at length in the literature of politi-
cal philosophy over the past ten years (they were, of course,
first raised centuries ago).  It is important to note only their
relevance to the philosophical and economic debate between
socialists and non-socialists.  For whereas in the 1930s this
was conducted along broadly utilitarian lines (indeed, all ap-
plied economics is utilitarian) it is clearly not the case that
questions of initial claims to property can be so easily re-
solved by consequentialist considerations.  To show that, for
good theoretical reasons, socialist economies cannot calcu-
late as effectively as capitalist ones is not to prove the ethi-
cal or political case for capitalism.  Does this mean that we
are, once again, back to the position that socialists and non-
socialists must necessarily argue from different premises so
that no agreement between them is possible?

I believe that ultimately this is the case: but only ultimately.
That is to say, there is no reason in logic why a person
shold not wish to forego all the utilitarian advantages of
capitalism on the ground either that those inequalities of
factor reward that are necessarily a part of it are simply un-
acceptable, or that it lacks an adequate theory of property
rights.  But the conventional disputes do not often reach this
level, at least outside the rarefied atmosphere of academic
political and ethical philosophy.  As the discussion over the
1930s debate showed, the socialists misunderstood the na-
ture of the economic process and assumed, in a typically
rationalist manner, that the ‘animal spirits’ of capitalism
could be replaced by the actions of a benevolent and omnis-
cient planner.  But this, of course, is not a moral argument.

It is the failure to distinguish between the different ca-
tegories of argument that has impoverished the debate be-
tween socialism and capitalism.  These categories might be
summarised as follows: purely empirical arguments as to the
observed performances of capitalist and socialist economic
systems, theoretical arguments as to the reasons for those
performances, and ethical arguments as to the background
morality of each system.  This essay has primarily been
concerned with the second of these considerations.  It seems
to this author that an examination of the only genuine de-
bate between socialism and capitalism was resolved in fa-
vour of the latter.  But part of the plausibility of the socialist
case came from the fact that considerations deriving from
morality were inextricably mixed up with those that pertain
to consequentialist and utilitarian economics.
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